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3.1  Board report 

Meetings 

Since the Annual General Meeting at Easter 2014 the Board has communicated regularly by email 

and held regular meetings in person or by Skype as follows: 12 May, 18 June, 13 August, 15 

September, 20 October, 22 November. 

Membership 

Blair Trewin President. Directors: Bruce Bowen – Finance, Lance Read – High Performance, Jenny 

Casanova – Technical, Mike Dowling – International, Craig Feuerherdt – Media and Communications, 

Robert Spry – Special Projects.   

Following a review of governance in 2013 in consultation with the ASC, the Board recommended to 

the AGM that 3 general Board positions be created, with the Board to still have the capacity to co-

opt an additional 2 members for Special Projects. This was agreed in principle by the AGM then 

confirmed later by a formal ballot of states. The 3 positions were then advertised and the only 

nominations were for the 2 existing co-opted members of the Board - Craig Feuerherdt and Robert 

Spry. This leaves 1 vacancy for a general member of the Board, and vacancies for 2 co-opted 

members. It will be hoped that these can be filled at Conference.  

Staffing 

 Executive Officer: John Harding 

 Head Coach and Manager, High Performance Administration: Nick Dent 

 Natonal MTBO Coordinator: Kay Haarsma 

 Manager of Coaching and Officiating Development: John Scown 

 Editor of the Australian Orienteer: Mike Hubbert 

 Contract positions: Website curator - Shane Jenkins, Monthly enews – Maggie Jones. 

Major undertakings during 2014 

 
1.  Website upgrade and Eventor management 

The website had a ‘soft launch’ early in September and Shane Jenkins, the curator, was 

kept very busy for several weeks after as missing links and missing data from the old 

website migration were identified and corrective action taken. 

Eventor became fully operational and much more extensively used in 2014; in November 

the IOF also adopted Eventor for the international management of events and athlete 

information. Rob Edmonds and Jack Dowling were appointed national Eventor 

Management Group members tasked with national management, including developing 

specifications for Eventor upgrades to improve Eventor ease of use. Ron Pallas has been 

appointed the OA IOF ‘super-administrator’ for Australian input to the IOF Eventor 
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system. 
 

2.  ASC Annual Sports Performance Review 

The ASC Annual Sports Performance Review for OA on 25 September involved: 

- a report on Participation achievement against projects, indicators, strategies, plans in 
2014 
- a report on trends in numbers of accredited coaches and officials 
- a report on governance against ASC mandatory standards 
- report on updating of Membership Protection against the 2013 ASC template 
- submission of finance data using a new ASC finance template 
- a discussion on Sporting Schools implementation.  

The subsequent draft assessment by the ASC was that the OA performance was satisfactory 
but identified a number of areas of improvement which were mainly in fact assessment 
errors that necessitated a detailed response. This is still in discussion with the ASC. 

 

3.  High Performance (HP) 

Substantial re-structuring of the High Performance program was led during the year by Lance 

Read, Director, High Performance, in order to implement the Athlete Pathways Development 

Plan agreed at the 2013 Conference. 

At the top level the positions of High Performance Manager and High Performance 

Operations Manager were abolished and positions of Head Coach and National MTBO 

Coordinator created. The successful applicants were Nick Dent and Kay Haarsma, 

respectively. 

Nick then led the implementation of the Pathways Plan for foot orienteering while Kay did 

likewise for MTBO. The implementation for foot orienteering involved setting up a new 

national squad structure, appointing coaches for the squads, and selecting the members of 

the squads through an applications process. The next step was holding meetings and 

conducting training camps. It was very pleasing that the outcomes included improved team 

performances at both WOC and JWOC. More detailed reports are included in the HP agenda 

for this Conference.  
 

4.  Participation projects funded by the ASC 

2014 had a busy program of funded projects throughout Australia and the assistance and 
cooperation of all jurisdictions in developing, implementing, monitoring and reporting on the 
projects has been greatly appreciated. A copy of the report to the ASC in September is at 
agenda item 6.1. 
The Australian government budget in May led to 2 major changes in participation strategy by 
the ASC: 

 A change in focus for Participation program funding to be more child and youth 
prioritised 

 Abolition of the Active after Schools program and replacement with an expanded 
program called Sporting Schools with $110 mill in funding over 3 years. 

The ASC ran a workshop in late August on the changes. Orienteering Australia followed with 
a 3 hour Development Workshop in Western Australia on 29 September to discuss potential 
Participation projects in 2015 and to discuss how Sporting Schools might be implemented. 
State Associations subsequently submitted project proposals for 2015.  
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5.  Technical 

Technical, information technology (IT) and mapping meetings were held in Rylstone at Easter.  

There has been a substantial body of work undertaken during the year by Jenny Casanova, 

Director, Technical, and the Technical Committee, including re-accreditation of IOF Event 

Advisors, processing of WRE applications, receiving technical reports for major events, and 

the work done in the Conference papers on major event scheduling, updating the NOL 

guidelines, new forms for Controller accreditation and re-accreditation, changes to OA rules, 

planning for a 2015 Level 3 Controller Workshop, interactions with the IOF Mapping 

Commission, and migrating all the technical information from the old OA website to the new 

one. 
 

6.  International 

2014 has been a busy year internationally for Mike Dowling as he has played a leading role 

in IOF future planning as Vice President of the IOF: see Mike’s Conference report. Blair 

Trewin has also been very actively involved on the IOF Foot O Commission. 
 

7.  Finance 
The finance papers to Conference in agenda item 3.2 highlight the main issues. A great deal 

of work was done by Bruce Bowen in preparing the Cost Allocation paper, not only in writing 

the paper, but in analysing the under-pinning statistical data and in consulting with state 

representatives. Managing the Finance portfolio on behalf of the Board is also a substantial 

task: from the day to day monitoring of bank transactions and payment of bills, to compiling 

regular finance updates for the Board, supplying accountability documentation to the OA 

auditor for the Annual Report and to ASC finance staff for acquittal of ASC grants, and 

working with the High Performance team and others on budgeting and acquittals.  

8.  Administration 
Administration wins during the year included: 

 Negotiating with the ACT government Property Group on a new rental agreement for 

the OA office which has resulted in a very substantial reduction in the annual rent; 

 Negotiating with two insurance brokers on the new public liability and other 

insurance policies which has resulted in a substantial reduction in the premium for 

2015.  

Other administration tasks by the Executive Officer included: Preparing the agenda and 

subsequent minutes for the regular Board meetings; compiling the annual statistics; 

preparing content for the Annual Report; organising OA’s Easter meetings and the Annual 

Conference; managing liaison with the ASC and states on Participation, Sporting Schools 

and Whole of Sport funding; managing OA’s perpetual trophies for presentation at the 

national carnivals; OA Facebook page and website news announcements, including 

provision of substantial numbers of photos for these and for Run For Your Life magazine; 

and day to day office management of the OA office. 

John Scown as Manager, Coaching and Officiating Development, manages Coach and 

Controller accreditation, a significant task throughout the year that will be much greater in 

2015 as OA embraces involvement in the Sporting Schools project. 


